
The Fifth Annual Scorpion Spectacular 
January 13th-14th, 2023 

 

Held at Mountain Ridge High School  
22800 N 67th Ave 

 Glendale, AZ 85310 

BASIS Peoria and Mountain Ridge are proud to invite you to the fifth annual Scorpion Spectacular! 

At this tournament we will be offering novice and varsity divisions of Lincoln Douglas, Public 

Forum, and Policy. We will also offer open divisions of Big Questions (individuals only) and World 

Schools as well. Finally, for the first time ever, we will be running CONGRESS during the day 

Friday this year! All debate events (including Congress) will cap at six entries per school. You may 

add extra entries to the waitlist, and we will let them off as space allows. We will not flight rounds, 

and as such we will be very proactive at allowing entries off the waitlist as drops occur. 

In terms of individual events, we will be offering the full complement of ASDCA events found at 

Trophy and State with a few tweaks. First, both prose and poetry will be combined in a single 

category called prose/poetry. Second, we will again be including Radio Broadcasting (as a partner-

only event) and Children’s Literature, with real live children as judges for outrounds. IE events will 

cap at eight entries per category. Students may enter Congress, one debate event, and up to two IEs, 

with the exception of no cross-entries being allowed in EXT and RB. 

Judges: We are requiring one judge for every two debate entries, one judge for every six Congress 

entries, and one judge for every five IE entries. Please note that PF and BQ judges will go into the 

same pool, as will LD and WS judges.  

Fees: There is a $25 base school fee. If you are travelling from outside of the Valley OR if this is the 

first school year your program is competing, that fee will be waived upon request. Entries will be $8 

for individual entries and $16 for partner event entries (Duo, Duet, RB, WS, CX, and PF). Please 

make all checks out to: 

BASIS Peoria 

9902 W Yearling Road 

Peoria, AZ 85383 

Note the pay-to address is NOT the same as the tournament address! All entries will be due prior 

to 5:00 PM on Monday, January 9th. Any drops after that date will be assessed the entry fee amount 

for said event(s). Additions to the entry and modifications will also be accepted until that 

date. Judges need to be finalized by 5:00 PM on Tuesday, January 10th. If your judging obligation is 

not met by then, we reserve the right to drop your entries until you are fully covered. 

We hope to see you at the tournament! If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact 

Nick Leonardi at nick.leonardi@basised.com. 

Sincerely, 

Nick Leonardi (Tournament Director)         Andi Jewett (Site Host)     Richie Glover (Tab God) 

mailto:nick.leonardi@basised.com


Radio Broadcasting will follow the rules below: 

 

1. Students will obtain a packet with articles and tasks that must be completed. 

2. There will be a 30-minute prep period. 

3. Students will sit with their backs toward the judge and perform a 5-minute radio broadcast that 

completes the tasks that were given to them. 

4. Students may use a variety of voice and vocal sound effects. 

5. Students may also use their notes and packet of articles. 

6. Students may not use any objects to create sounds. 

7. Judges will receive a copy of the packet and judge on the quality and creativity of the 

performance. They will also take into account if the student(s) do not complete their assigned 

tasks. 

8. Maximum time limit: 5 minutes with a 10-second “grace period.” 

 

Children’s Literature will follow the rules below: 

 

1. The speaker will present a short picture book. The speaker’s demeanor, expression, and 

choice of literature should be considered for its appropriateness for young children, so that it 

may be understood and appreciated. The judges will likely be adults, although if logistically 

feasible we may bring in actual children aged 6-10 in as well for outrounds. 

2. The author’s words as published in the literature may not be altered for this presentation with 

the exception that cutting is permitted if absolutely needed. 

3. The presentation should BEGIN (no teasers) with an introduction that welcomes the audience 

with the name of the story and/or pieces in the volume along with the name of the 

author(s). The speaker should indicate their reason for choosing the literature (perhaps it’s a 

childhood favorite, something sentimental, or a particular character that the speaker identifies 

with). Finally, they should invite the child audience to listen for a particular moral or 

important life lesson. The introduction should not exceed one minute of total speech time. 

4. The speaker should read from the actual source and may appropriately and creatively refer to 

the physical cover and story illustrations throughout the performance; however, be sure they 

enhance the story experience and don’t disrupt the flow. 

5. Speakers may sit or stand (or a combination) for the entirety of the presentation. The chair 

may be used as a prop, but no other props may be used. 

6.  Maximum time limit: 7 minutes with a 30-second “grace period.” 

 

 


